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Abstract—The paper considers the results of the operability analysis of transporting equipment used at sinter-
ing shops of metallurgical enterprises located in the Urals. It is established that the long-term operation of
hopper cars for transporting hot sinter is attended by the sedimentation of dust on the car walls, formation of
packed dust bumps as well as by arching. The compaction and thickening of the dust layer reduces the useful
volume of the hopper car; in its respect, this raises the need for performing dangerous works to eliminate the
dust directly inside the hopper car. The internal hopper car surface is cleaned by manual labor. High dust con-
tent and risks of injury make these works very hazardous to human health. To cope with the arching issue and
eliminate dust accumulated on the car walls, it is proposed to install two false wall vibration devices together
with a vibrating batter board (vibrating beam). The vibrating element of the device is a plate mounted on flex-
ible suspensions on the inner wall (round-link chain). The plate and the hopper wall are separated with the
help of a rubber-fabric conveyor belt used as rubber shock absorbers. A vibrator is mounted to the plate
through the support rack, and vibrations are transmitted to the sinter using a vibrating batter board welded to the
plate (false wall). The designed device reduces unscheduled downtime of a set of hopper cars and allows giving
up on the hopper cleaning works hazardous to human health. The economic calculation confirms the feasibility
of the steps made for re-engineering hopper cars at sinter production shops of metallurgical enterprises.
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INTRODUCTION

The reliability of engineering systems has recently
acquired an ever growing importance and is becoming
one of the main research and technological tasks for
metallurgical machines and equipment [1–5]. Insuffi-
ciently reliable technological machines and their con-
stituent parts and devices require high expenditures on
their maintenance and result in a significant decline in
metallurgical production capacities [6–9]. The sever-
ization of quality requirements on technological
machines and equipment for cutting material, labor
and financial costs of their maintenance and repairs
raises the need for equipment upgrades and revamping
[10–13]. That said, a lot of attention is paid to re-engi-
neering ore mining and smelting production equip-
ment [14–17]. This work considers the issues of
upgrading hopper cars for transporting hot sinter of
metallurgical enterprises situated in the Urals.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The sinter carrier (hopper car) is designed to trans-

port ready-made sinter from the sinter shop to the
blast-furnace department. Hopper cars for transport-
ing hot sinter allow transporting about 60% of the
whole output of sinter to the blast-furnace shop. The
remaining 40% are transported on conveyor belts.

A hopper car is the self-unloadable railroad car
used for transporting bulk materials (sinter, coal, iron
ore). The car body is a metallic bunker-like container
with discharging doors in the lower part. In case of the
need for discharging, they are opened to allow the bulk
material to leave the car section by gravity.

The sinter carriers used in metallurgical production
are open hopper cars top-loaded with ready-made sin-
ter. The hopper body lining is made so that, unlike
other types of hoppers, it has no rigid connection with
the weight-bearing frame of the walls. This minimizes
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Fig. 1. Layout of an upgraded hopper car: (1) the body; (2) the vibrator; (3) the bunker; (4) the vibrating beam (vibrating batter
board); (5) sinter arching; (6) the ridge beam; (7) the unloading hatch.
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body buckling due to high temperatures and facilitates
easy repairs of damaged parts.

Hopper cars are not self-mobile railroad vehicles
and set in motion by a locomotive. Sinter carriers are
used solely at industrial sites and do not leave their ter-
ritories. Hopper cars for hot sinter are driven to the
blast-furnace shop with the help of at least seven-car
trains.

The raw materials are unloaded on both sides of the
railroad tracks. The discharging process is fully mech-
anized without any manual cleaning of the hopper
from the cargo residues. In terms of pouring the hop-
per cars used at sintering shops are side-discharged
cars, with internal funnels spaced to the opposite sides
and the wall tilt varying from 41° to 60°. This design
ensures discharging by gravity. The hopper car is dis-
charged on both sides of railroad tracks. The most
popular hopper cars so far are cars 20-9749 for trans-
porting hot sinter and pellets. These cars allow carry-
ing up to about 31 cubic meters of sinter with a total
weight of up to 62 tons.1, 2

The walls of hopper cars used for transporting hot
sinter for many years are covered with dust that forms
dust growths, and the arching effect is produced
(Fig. 1). As a result of multiple shippings, the dust layer
on the slantwise end walls turns thicker and denser. An
especially intensive thickening and compaction process
is observed in winter due to precipitation.

The compaction and thickening of the dust layer
reduces the efficient space in the hopper car; in its
respect, this raises the need for hazardous works to
eliminate the dust from the internal part of the car.

1 Reference album “Freight cars for 1520 mm gage railroads”
URL: https://myrailway.ru/wagon/ (Accessed November 11,
2022.

2 Hopper 20-9749 for hot pellets and agglomerate. URL:
https://vagon.by/model/20-9749/ (Accessed November 1,
2022).
High dust content and risks of injury make these works
very hazardous to human health.

The transporting of sinter in the cold period is
attended by a heavy sticking of wet pieces onto the car
wall and the ridge beam. As a result, they are stuck
inside the hopper car, which can completely stop the
egress of the material.

The hopper car for transporting hot sinter is
cleaned manually. This kind of works is hazardous to
human health because the car does not have any
spaces inside that would allow conducting safe dis-
charging procedures. Every time it is necessary to dis-
charge the hopper car loaded with sinter, it is neces-
sary to beat off frozen and packed materials with the
help of a sledge hammer. This work is done by one or
two persons and takes five to twenty minutes. In addi-
tion, the production of sinter is attended by the gener-
ation of dust containing bonded and free silicon diox-
ide, iron oxide, lime, and coke. 80–85% of the dust
particles are smaller than 2 μm in size. Production
dust is one of the unfavorable factors influencing
human health. Sinter dust can cause problems with
lungs and lung diseases (anthracosis, lithicosis, silico-
sis, asthma, lung cancer).

To eliminate the dust arching and sticking on the
car walls, various methods of solving these problems
were analyzed; as a result, it was proposed to expose
sinter to vibration. The method has proven to be effi-
cient in various production processes [18–22]. In this
case, it has been decided to install the f lat-plate vibra-
tor onto the hopper car wall.

STUDY METHOD
The flat-plate vibrator can be fixed directly on the

hopper car wall by welding. This kind of installation
prevents hopper hangups; however, due to the heavy
weight of the bunker, the wall vibration amplitude will
not be enough for the efficient performance of the
device. However, using more powerful vibrators will
STEEL IN TRANSLATION  Vol. 52  No. 11  2022
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Fig. 2. False wall vibrating device: (1) the vibrating beam
(vibrating batter board); (2) the plate (false wall); (3) the
shock absorber (conveyor belt); (4) the bunker wall; (5) the
chain; (6) the vibrator support; (7) the vibrator.
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make the design far more expensive and the upgrade
method will be inexpedient.

The installation of two false wall vibration devices
together with a vibrating beam (see Fig. 1) is suggested
for collapsing the dust that collects in hopper cars. The
vibrating member of the false wall device is plate 2
(Fig. 2) mounted on the inner wall on flexible hangers 4
(round-link chain).

The plate and the hopper wall are separated with
the help of a rubber-fabric conveyor belt used as rub-
ber shock absorbers. The minimal conveyor belt thick-
ness is 20 mm. The plate has a canopy above that does
not allow the material to fall under the vibration plate.
Vibrator 7 is mounted to the plate through support
rack 6. Batter board 1 welded to plate (false wall) 2
transfers the vibrations to the sinter.

The strength of this variant is that the vibrations are
transmitted directly to the material, not to the car walls
(when the vibrator is fixed on the wall). As a result, a
high efficiency of eliminating compacted dust is
ensured at a relative low power of the vibrator.

Connected to the mains, vibrators set false sheets in
motion and the compacted dust on the end walls is
eliminated. Together with this, the vibration batter
board transmitting the vibration to the sinter near the
ridge beam, which encourages a more intensive egress
of the material from the bunker. Using this system
allows giving up on works hazardous to human health
as well as using the entire effective space of the car.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The vibrator is a debalance centrifugal device with
a coercitive force that is generated by the rotation of an
inertia member. The vibrator is an electric motor with
balance weights on the rotor shaft extensions. In rotary
mode, these weights generate a centrifugal (coercitive)
force. The vibrator’s coercitive force is adjusted by
changing the reciprocal position of the weights on
both shaft extensions. The circular oscillations of the
vibrator are transmitted to the structure, where the
vibrator is installed.

A suitable vibrator is chosen by a required coercit-
ive force value. It is recommended to discharge bun-
kers using vibrators with a frequency of 3000 min–1

(IV-01-50, IV-05-50, IV-11-50, IV-20-50, IV-40-50,
IV-60-50; IV-98B 42 V). That said, coercitive force Fcf
must be equal to about 1/5 of the weight of the mate-
rial in the bunker cross section.3, 4 If two vibration

3 How to Select Vibrator That Generates Sufficient Vibration
Depending on Its Application. Bunker Discharging. URL:
https://www.antikorpokraska.com.ua/articles/26 (Accessed
November 1, 2022).

4 Application of Vibrators. URL: https://promvibrator.ru/plosha-
dochny_vibrator.html (Accessed November 01, 2022).
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devices are used, that is, on both sides of the bunker
(see Fig. 1), the coercitive force for a vibrator is

where maggl = 62 t is the maximal weight of the sinter in
the hopper car.

According to design coercitive force Fcf = 6.2 kN,
the device chosen from the catalog is high-perfor-
mance general-purpose flat-plate vibrator IV-98B-442
with techspecs that are shown below.5, 6

The synchronous vibration frequency is 3000 min–1;
the maximal coercitive force at synchronous vibration
frequency is 11.3 kN; the highest rated consumed
capacity is 0.9 kW; the nominal voltage is 380 V; the
current frequency is 50 Hz; the vibrator weight is
20 kg; the minimal MTTF is 700 h.

The vibrator uses a debalance adjustable vibration
device and an induction three-phase electric motor
with a short-circuited rotor.

At a synchronous rotation frequency of 11.3 kN,
the coercitive force corresponds to GOST R 52776–
2007 operating mode S3 40%, that is, repeated short-

5 Vibrator IV-98B 42 V. URL: https://yarvibro.ru/cata-
log/item/iv-98b-1185/ (Accessed November 1, 2022).

6 Vibrator IV-98B 42 V. URL: https://rusvibro.ru/vibratory/ pov-
erkhnostnye/obshchego-naznacheniya/iv-98b/ (Accessed
November 01, 2022).

aggl
cf
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time operation with a startup period of four minutes
and an idle period of six minutes. In some cases, how-
ever, the vibrator can run in extended operating mode S1
that corresponds to a coercitive force of 7.6 kN.

The advantage of the false wall consists in the direct
transfer of vibrations and oscillations of precipitating
dust on the hopper car walls, which reduces the neces-
sary coercitive capacity of the vibrator. The false wall
allows saving on the consumption of electricity and
monetary expenditures on buying the vibrator. The
false wall of 1000 × 2000 mm in size and minimal
thickness of 10 mm is made from hot-rolled St3ps steel
sheet [23].

To fix the vibrator to the false wall, a support mem-
ber is needed, for example, a welded structure from
rolled metal parts or a solid-cast support. Since welded
seams are prone to failure and cracking at dynamic
loads, which is typical at vibration loads, we choose
the solid-cast support of grade 20H13L steel recom-
mended for industrial applications, in particular, for
manufacturing parts exposed to impact loads [24, 25].

The false wall is hung with the help of welded chains
fixed on the car wall from the inside. A 13 × 36 round
link chain widely used as a traction part or hangers is
used [26].

The vibrating batter board is a metal section placed
parallel to the ridge beam contour. The vibration of
this member will contribute to a more intensive egress
of sinter from the hopper car. Moreover, the vibrating
batter board prevents the dust arching above the ridge
beam. This board is made from 200 × 200 × 12 mm
hot-rolled equilateral rolled angle [27]. Because of the
lack of contact with the ridge beam, the damping of
the angle is not required. The batter board will execute
vibrating motion due to a rigid connection with false
sheets that is ensured by electric-arc welding.

The additional capital expenditures needed for re-
engineering the hopper car include the purchasing of
vibrators and the fabrication and mounting of false
walls, solid-cast supports. The total capital expendi-
tures on logistics, buying the equipment and spare
parts, and mounting of the new equipment for eight
hopper cars do not exceed 350000 rubles.

CONCLUSIONS
The possibility of re-engineering hopper cars for

transporting sinter and other bulk materials is consid-
ered, which includes the design of a vibrating device
for removing sticky materials from the end walls and
ridge beam of these cars. Engineering solutions for the
designing of vibrating devices and their application in
sinter production have been determined; respective
units and components have been chosen and designed.
The proposed investment project has been assessed for
economic efficiency and payback. The adoption of the
designed device reduces unscheduled downtime of
hopper cars and allows giving up on bunker cleaning
works hazardous to human health. The economic cal-
culation confirms the expediency of the steps made for
re-engineering hopper cars at modern metallurgical
production enterprises.
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